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NEW QUESTION: 1
A user called the helpdesk and states they are getting pop-ups
on their screen. Which of the following should the technician
do?
A. Run Anti-spyware
B. Run System Restore
C. Run Event Viewer
D. Run Recovery Console

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
The following are the configuration details of a 12-node
all-flash VSAN cluster:
* Every node has one disk group
* Each disk group consists of one cache device and six capacity
devices Which two methods can be used to increase the size of
the cache tier in each host? (Choose two.)
A. Promote a capacity device to a cache device so that each
disk group has two cache devices.
B. Replace the existing cache device in each disk group with a
larger cache device.
C. Add a second cache device to each disk group.
D. Add a new cache device to the host. Reconfigure the host to
have two disk groups with one cache device and three capacity
devices per disk group.
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation
As you create disk groups on each host and add cache and
capacity devices, the size of the datastore increases according
to the amount of physical capacity added by those devices.
Typically, you delete devices or disk groups from vSAN when you
are upgrading a device or replacing a failed device, or when
you must remove a cache device.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are troubleshooting ClearPass with IntroSpect, and you
notice that in Access Tracker the IntroSpect Logon Logoff
actions profile is executing. However, the ClearPass Log Source
on the IntroSpect Analyzer is showing dropped entries.
Would this be a good troubleshooting step? (Confirm that the
ClearPass context action is sending the User name, MAC Address,
Entity Type, and User Role)
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: A
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